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«Norway is one of the most advanced countries on payment
services»
Population: 5,3 millions
90% have a multi purpose eID
90% is non-cash
75% have a mobile wallet
Everybody have a bank account
Most invoices are electronic



The Nordic
collaboration 
model



“All to all”, not “some to some”
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The Nordic collaborative models have created the 
worlds most successful wallets and ID’s

Market penetration estimates mobile wallets
% users of population 15+

Market penetration electronic ID’s
Estimates

0-19%

>50%

<50%

Source: Deloitte



The growth and adoption of alternative payments methods 
combined with modern techniques of digital authentification, 
are expected to further catalyze the growth of mobile payments



Going fast forward 
on three areas
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Vipps to introduce
QR-code payments
small pop up merchants



New solutions were added to the wallet and the share 
of fee based transaction increased

P2P

CHECK
BALANCE

$
Overview of balance 
on all your accounts 
in one place

E-COM
Pay in one click 
online (rather than 
keying in card details)
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directly in the 
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INVOICE

Pay your bills in Vipps (rather 
than getting paper invoices)

PERSON TO
BUSINESS

Pay with your
phone (rather than 

cash or card)



Battle for mobile money is one of the
battles for digital hegemony

o Alipay
World largest fintech-company

China is most advanced

o Apple Pay
Apples handsets

Credit card companies



World conferences, exhibit & speaking opportunities // International at Vipps AS11



Partnering up to create seamless 
interoperability across countries 
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?



In essence we strive to 
excite people every day 
through world-class 
simplification.

Source: Deloitte
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